Remote sensing image clustering is the issue that is interested by remote sensing researchers. Remote sensing image can have multi bands and high space resolution. There are multi algorithms as K-Means, C-Means, Watersed... Wherein, KMeans is used and applied commonly to cluster remote sensing images about clustering quality and performance. However, when clustering large size remote sensing images, the converging speed of the algorithm is still slow. Moreover, this algorithm only points out clustered attribute of each pixel but do not show center near level of pixels in each cluster. This paper presents a technique which combines the algorithm Kmeans with Wavelet technique to execute remote sensing image with large and adding weights to adjust the center computing formula.
Introduction
Remote sensing image processing in general and remote sensing image clustering in particular are the problems researched a long time ago and they are now concerned. The segmentation is a process which extracts the outline of the ground objects by defining homogenous regions [1] . The mission of remote image clustering function is that dealing with and dividing an initial image into different areas. At the moment, there are many different clustering methods such as Morphological methods, K-means, Fuzzy CMeans, … Most of the methods just use the intensity of each pixel to definite the areas, but they give a mish-mash of partitions, in detail, for multispectrum images with high resolution. Nowadays, some algorithms now include contextual information in the process to reduce the heterogeneity of the segmentations [1] . Wherein, some of them textural information extracted from the image is also used [1] . In [2] , Chen and coworker proposed a new KMeans clustering algorithm using center displacement. In [3] , Balaji and coworker presented a new clustering algorithm based on converting image from RGB color space to L*a*b color space and clustering in this space. In [4] , the authors used Wavelets to reduce the noise of medical images.
If comparing with some clustering algorithms, KMeans algorithm combines the strengths: faster speed, center cluster control and effective clustering even with big images. Perhaps, this is reason why KMeans have been used popularly in research and installed in sensing image processing softwares. However, when clustering the large size sensing images, the converging speed of algorithm is still slow. In [2] , the authors proposed the CCEA center initing algorithm to increase the speed of fuzzy KMeans algorithm. In [5] , [6] , authors proposed the weighted KMeans algorithms. However, this algorithm just shows property of belong to a cluster for each pixel, but don't show clearly the center near level of pixels in each cluster.
In this research, we propose an improvement of K-Means clustering algorithm which combines between K-Means algorithm and Wavelet technique in effective center initalizing to increase the speed of clustering large images in general and remote sensing images in particular and supplement weight to adjust the formula for calculating the cluster center.
KMeans Clustering Algoritm

KMeans Algorithm
KMeans algorithm [7] includes 4 steps. Input: n object and number of clusters k. Output: Clusters Ci (i=1..k) so that the follow objective function E reachs minimum: = ∑ ∑ 2 ( , )
(1).
Step 1: Initialization.
Step 2: Assigning cluster center according to distance with (2).
Step 3: Updating the cluster center with (3).
Step 4: Repeating and testing condition to stop.
(1)
Analyzing Issues of KMeans Clustering Algorithm
Although KMeans algorithm effectively clusters remote sensing images, there are 2 issues:  Issue 1: Enforcement speed for big images like remote sensing images is slow. With KMeans algorithm [7] , step 1, initializing randomly the cluster centers affects the speed of algorithm. Each time that algorithm executed, if the random choosed centers are good, suppose they are near to the positions of centers after converging, enforcement time left is not great. However, if the centers are not good, suppose they are very near to each other. At that moment, it will waste much time to determine the centers after converging because of many repeating times. This is the reason why researchers find the ways so that the cluster centers is initialized the best.
 Issue 2: Not clearly distinguishing the role of pixels in the same cluster with the cluster center. In image clustering, an object is an pixel. According Table 1 , with cluster garthering criterion (step 2) and updating the cluster centers (step 3), we can make the following comments. The first, the algorithm shows the relationship in the same cluster of objects (cluster garthering criterion) in each cluster (*). The second, the algorithm does not distinguish clearly the level of effect, near center of pixels in each cluster (cluster center updating) (**). We can see the 2 nd comment (**) through illustration in Fig. 1 . See in Fig. 2 , we see that P1 and P2 will be brought together in cluster with C1 core because
, it means that P2 is nearer to the center C1 than P1. Therefore, P2 has to have more affected than P1 in C1 cluster. However, the formula of updating cluster centers does not reflect this. In addition, if using the formulate of calculating the cluster center like KMeans, it can be affected by noises because the roles of pixels (may be noise or not) are the same. 
Improved KMeans Clustering Algorithm
Proposing Improved Algorithm
In this part, we propose the improved KMeans clustering algorithm for sensing images which we temporarily call wwKMeans (wavelet initialized and center weight KMeans). wwKMeans is combined from two algorithms: wiKMeans (wavelet initialized KMeans) and cwKMeans (center weight KMeans). The mission of wiKmeans is to make a good initializing center set to solve issue 1. cwKMeans use the formula of center calculating is adjusted to solve issue 2. The algorithm diagram is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
From diagram in Fig. 2 , the algorithm is enforced as follow. The original image is brought into the wiKMeans algorithm to make the initialized center set. This center set is used to be input with the original image for cwKMeans algorithm to make the final segmented image.
The Cluster Center Initializing Algorithm wiKMeans
To overcome the limitation (1) , in this subsection, we propose the cluster center initializing solution which combines Wavelet and KMeans algorithm. Discrete Wavelet transformation is used to decrease the size of input image. Minima approximated image of Wavelet transformation is used to clustering to obtain a center set. The algorithm diagram is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Step 1: Discrete Wavelet Transform Wavelet Transform (WT) is a mathematic tool which is usually used to present multi-resolution image. After transform, we obtain Wavelet coefficient set. WT can be presented similarly with Fourier transform. With digital signal like remote sensing images, Wavelet coefficient set can be collected by Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). For most of digital images, the content of low frequency is the most important, which keeps most the features of input image with size decrease by 4 times. After applying low pass filter
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according to 2 directions (LL) we get the approximate image of the original image. Repeating the above process with (LL) to make coefficients in 2nd level. Fig. 4 illustrates DWT to image according to pyramid algorithm of Mallat [8] .
Each time DWT is perfromed, the size of approximate image LL is 4-time smaller than the one of the previous. Therefore, suppose we disaggregate 3 levels for the input image, we get approximate image which has the size decreased 64 times. Fig. 5 illustrates input image and disaggregated result.
Step 2: clustering minima image by K-means Clustering the minima approximated image with KMeans algorithm. After clustering, we have the follow cluster center set:
Comment:
Because KMean algorithm in wiKMeans is not enforced directly on the original image, but on smaller image, the enforcement speed is faster and it is faster and faster if the level of disaggregation is high. Moreover, the input image of KMeans is the approximate image of the original image so almost the features of original image are kept, the main difference is size and noise rate. Therefore, center set gathered when KMeans converges in wiKMeans near to center set when coverging in the case which KMeans clusters directly on the input image.
Image Clustering Algorithm cwKMeans with New Cluster Center Updating Formula
In order to overcome the limitation (2), in this subsection, we propose the formula of calculating new cluster center as (5) . Wherein, is object (pixel) belongs to cluster , is cluster center , ( , ) is distance between object (pixel) x and center . In this study, we use Euclide distance.
In this case, if object matches (same coordinates) to center , then ( , ) = 0. Because this distance plays role of denominator, it cannot have value zero. Therefore, we propose ( , ). Wherein, is a threshold.
( , ) is calculated as (6). In this study, we experiment with = 0.000001. Meanwhile, (9) is rewritten as (11): From proposing the formula (7) and the result comment of wiKMeans algorithm (subsection 3.2, we also
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propose the Kmeans based improved clustering algorithm, supplementing weight, which is called cwKMeans (center weight KMeans), includes 4 steps as KMeans but step 3 using formula (8).
Experiments
We test the proposed algorithm wwKMeans. CCEA center initializing algorithm [2] helps to increase the speed of KMeans. Wherein, we also compared the enforcement speed of wwKmeans with CCEA_Kmeans algorithm. We disaggregate Wavelet in 3 levels with kernel function Biorthogonal. Dataset used for experiments includes 3 types: Landsat ETM+ and SPOT (high resolution) images taken in Hoa Binh and Son La, Quickbird images are downloaded from model data on website: http://opticks.org. Because of the limited scope of the paper, we present experiments with different two input images.
In 1 st experiment, the original image is Quickbird with its size of 2056 × 2065 (pixels). In 2 nd experiment, the original image is LANDSAT with its size of 1596 × 1333. Table 2 illustrates images on Green, Indigo channel of image samples in experiments 1, 2. Table 3 shows clustering time of KMeans, CCEA_KMeans and wiKMeans algorithms with the number of clusters 5, 7, 9, 12 and 16 in turn. Tables 4, 5 show disaggregated measure of clusters through distance of centers of cwKMeans and KMeans algorithms in the case of five clusters. Table 6 illustrates the clustering result of KMeans, CCEA_KMeans and wwKMeans algorithm on Indigo channel in the case of five clusters. Table 7 shows clustering time of KMeans, CCEA_KMeans and wwKMeans algorithms with the number of clusters 5, 9, 13, 18 and 21 in turn. CCEA_KMeans wwKMeans  5  329453  66953  39656  9  2602187  141297  108172  13  2724187  181437  135291  18  8146656  303516  250328  21  9046766  340000  306703 Tables 8, 9 show disaggregated measure of clusters through distance of centers of cwKMeans and KMeans algorithms in the case of five clusters. Comment: First, from Table 3 in 1 st experiment, Table 7 in 2 nd experiment, we can see that enforcement time of wwKMeans is smaller than CCEA_KMeans and smaller than very much KMeans. Second, from Tables 4, 5 in 1 st experiment, Tables 8, 9 in 2 nd experiment, disaggregated measure of clusters of cwKMeans is better than disaggregated measure of clusters of cwKMeans of KMeans.
Expriment 2
Conclusion
In this research, we proposed wwKmeans algorithm, including two small algorithms: wiKmeans and cwKMeans. wiKmeans to initialize center set well and help increase the speed of clustering remote sensing images. cwKMeans to cluster with new fomula of calculating cluster centers to distinguish the effect level of pixels in the same cluster and decrease noises. wwKmeans uses wiKmeans to get the good initialized center set. Next, using cwKmeans to cluster the original image with the above center set. The results of experiments show 2 things. First, enforcement time of wwKMeans is smaller than CCEA_KMeans and smaller than very much KMeans. Second, disaggregated measure of clusters of cwKMeans is better than disaggregated measure of clusters of cwKMeans of KMeans.
In the next work, the group will test with continuing wavelet transformation with different kernel function.
